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NICY LADD JANUARY 3, 1979
WHEREAS, The greatest asset of any Community stems from individuals who
unselfishly sacrifice themselves in its service, and;
WHEREAS, Mrs. Nicy Ladd for sixteen years has been a teacher and Super-
intendent of the Baptist Sunday School, ten years as a Red
Cross Volunteer and worker, especially in the area of Disaster
Relief and eight years as Chairman of the Thrift Shop, servicing
the needs of disaster victums, people with financial limitations
and individuals with emergency needs, and;
WHEREAS, She has been and will continue, by her example, to be an inspiration
to all of us, because she exemplifies the true meaning of People
Helping People, that is so essential to the success and progress
of any Community, and;
WHEREAS, This City is justly proud and greatly rewarded by the large number
of people who come forward to serve it, and feels that by honoring
one, it recognizes, at the same time, the invaluable service of
many.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, in token of our gratitude and esteem and in
appreciation of the efforts of the many who have worked with her,
that she be declared by the Franklin City Council
FRANKLIN'S CITIZEN OF THE YEAR FOR 1978
AND BE IT FUTHER RESOLVED, that copies of the Resolution be duly inscribed in
the City records and that her narrtfe and designation for 1978 be





Passed: January 3, 1979





Honorable Mayor Morin, Members of the City Council, Acting City Manager,
Kenneth A. Larrivee, Reverend Ty Waterman, our Honored Guest, Mrs. Nicy
Ladd, Friends and Citizens.
I knew the day would come when I would have to step down as Mayor, but I
did not anticipate being forced to relinquish my position. The pase three
years have been pleasant ones. I'll be eternally greatful for the confidence
and support of our Citizens, the cooperation of our City Employees and the
City Council.
In the past three years, we experienced large increases on our Tax Rate.
This in my estimation was inevitable, because you can hold the lid down on
spending just so long before it eventually catches up with you in a form
of deteriorating equipment, streets, sidewalks, wages, etc. In short every
aspect of our municipal operation.
Gov. Thomson, in one of his campaign releases, labled Mayor Paul Lemire as
a big spender. Natually, Gov. Thomson would not admit it was thru his antics
in the past few years that he was robbing PAUL to pay PETER . In a form of
cut-backs in State aid to cities and towns throughout our State. For Franklin
this caused an additional $2.00 dollars or more increase on our Tax Rate each
year. I am not trying to offer excuses for our sudden surge in our Tax Rate,
only the absolute facts.
On our local level our municipal departments, for many years, have carried
the burden of reduced expenditures because of the ever-increasing inflation
rate plus the high cost of education.
The highest percentage of our tax dollar is for education. The Mayor and Council,
for several years have been accused of being pro-education, because they attempt
to keep cost down, but the schools with an ever-increasing enrollment reciprocate
by adding new teachers each year, including substantial increases in wages
of the Administration which far exceed those of any municipal employee.
This year we are faced with a criticial transition period. Realizing the
difficulties that this would impose on the City Council and the new City
Manager, I asked all our Departments, including the School Administration
and School Board to make every effort possible to hold a status quo budget,
other than the effects of inflationary costs or emergency needs. I have been
informed that our Municipal departments have done an excellent job in complying
to this request. It will be interesting to see how well the School Administra-
tors and School Board comply to this same request.
In the past three years, with the application of Revenue Sharing to our
Capital Improvement Program, has contributed to visual evidences of improved
sidewalks, streets, recreational facilities along with other areas throughout
the City. In general the up-grading of all our departments. We are in a
better position today to at least maintain our present level of services
more efficiently.
I believe it is vital to continue with a minimum amount of growth each year.
This can be accomplished by revamping our Capital Improvement Program, by
establishing priorities that will best serve the needs of our Community.
Several of our going programs have reached maturity and could be set aside
temporarily and these monies applied to other areas. The lack of any progress
on our municipal level could be deterant in attracting new industry.
I was very disappointed with the Council's action at their Special Meeting
held December 28th, when they voted down the proposed widening of Upper Central
Street between Kendall Street and Cross Road, without indicating some alternate
course of action. The four lane proposal received considerable opposition.
I did sense through testimony presented prior to the Public Hearing and
discussions over heard at the December 28th meeting that there would be
less opposition to a Three Lane section. I could be wrong, but to do
nothing at this point would be a step backwards. It could also prove to
be detrimental in obtaining future assistance and cooperation on our State
level. I ask the City Council tonight to take action on a motion to reconsider.
This would at least keep the doors open to other alternatives. It would also
give our new Council members an opportunity to better familiarize themselves
with this project.
"The Spirit of Cooperation and Dedication" this Ladies and Gentlemen are the
key words to the success of any Community. The City of Franklin is extremely
fortunate in having so many people that are concerned with their community
and devote countless hours volunteering their time and efforts in it's service.
In 1976 we celebrated our Nation's Bi-Centennial, last year Franklin celebrated
it's Sesquicentennial, 150 years of progress. I especially wish to express
a sincere thank you to Miss Fay Mahoney and congratulate her for her outstanding
concern and efforts, in serving as Chairman of both of these celebrations.
Needless to say and Fay will agree that one person cannot accomplish it alone.
It takes many concerned and dedicated individuals. In fear of neglecting to
recognize a single name of those individuals who participated in these two
important events, along with our yearly events. I would like to take this
opportunity to extend to all of those who involved themselves a most heart-
felt thank you.
One other individual that deserves special recognition is our own Kenneth Larrivee.
Mr. Larrivee is doing an excellent job, as our Acting City Manager. Due to his
dedication and expertise in municipal operations, we can expect a smoother transition
period until our City Manager is finally on board,
4.
To Barbara Lorden, the greatest. I could never adequately express my true
feeling for the valuable assistance she has been to me in the pass three
years. Thank you Barbara for making my job that much easier.
In closing I again want to thank all those Citizens who supported me and
gave me the honor of serving the Best Little City in the State as your Mayor.
I wish Mayor Morin and the City Council the very best for the coming year.





MAYOR ROBERT J. MORIN
On behalf of the City Employees, City Council and Mayor, Acting City Manager
and our newly elected City Manager, Mr. Philip L. Munck, Greetings and our
Wishes for a Happy and Properous New Year.
I wish to acknowledge the Councilmen' s Wives, Families and Friends, Public,
County and State Officials.
We of the City Council are happy to think you would take time off to pay
honor to your elected City Officials.
My congratulations go out to our outgoing and new Council and re-elected
members as well as those of the School Board. Also those unsuccessful
candidates of the last election deserve a great deal of credit.
Mayor Lemire's resignation from the office of Mayor on December 4, 1978
revived an old interest of mine. My biggest concern and worry has been to
carefully fulfill its obligation and responsibility to the Council and to
the People of Franklin. My past experience in City Government, I believe,
has qualified me to handle the wishes of the Council and the People of
Franklin and then make decisions in the best interest of both.
Publicly at this time I want to make it very clear I have no axe to grind with
anyone. I am soley in the office of Mayor of my own choosing through the choice
of Mayor Lemire and the Council. As I have previously stated through the news
media, my only concern is to try and take care of the affairs of the City
Government
.
Among the many things that were accomplished during my Administration ten
years ago there were two things I always felt were badly needed that I couldn't
get accomplished:
1. Paving of the Tennis Courts at Odell Park
2. Active snowplowing of sidewalks.
Now I find these have been accomplished which is great.
As I look at all the things to be done and dealt with they are so numerous
and so little time to do them. Priorities have to be set up. We cannot
afford to waste time setting up projects and work on them for years then
suddenly vote them out completely. If we think there is a need but it
is the consensus of the Council we cannot afford it, probably we can buy a
part of it. Yes, I speak specifically of the widening of the Northern end
of Central Street. I can think of no better way of going around in circles
and accomplishing zero. The waste of time and money expended for this latter
project is not sound business. Franklin has always found itself on the short
end of the stick receiving State and Federal Aid and Grants. We must keep
better lines of communication between Franklin and State purse strings.
In this case it appears a Three-Lane highway, instead of the Four-Lane would
be acceptable as originally planned.
This concept held true when the first plan of the School Building Committee
was presented. It is my sincere hope this Council will reconsider its decision
on the widening of the northern end of Central Street. This leaves us in a
precarious position to go to the State requesting an earlier date for another
bridge across the Pemigewasset River and By-Pass.
I, as Mayor, and you more experienced Councilmen have a duty to the lesser
experienced men of the Council to keep them informed so that their decisions
can be founded not only on todays dollar signs but for the betterment of the
majority of the people of Franklin and what that will mean in dollar signs in
the future.
Now to enumerate some of the priorities which quickly come to mind even though
I recognize there are some which may seem important to me that may not be to
someone else:
1. The election of a City Manager
2. Acceptance of a 1979 Budget for the City and Schools.
3. A repeat study of the present physical facilities at the
Franklin High School.
4. Open mind on the Paul Smith School open concept of
teaching.
5. The impact of the estimated 1.5 evaluation lost to the
Senior Citizens of this Community.
6. The annexation to the Winnipesaukee Basin Sewage Disposal.
7. Enlarging the Water main to the Industrial Park.
8. Improvement of Recreation Facilities.
9. Second bridge across Pemigewassett River and By-Pass
pushed ahead of the announced scheduled date.
10. Tying in of Webster Lake to water and sewage disposal
to preserve Webster Lake.
It is my sincere wish that our newly appointed City Manager, Philip L.Munck,
and family will be welcomed in Franklin to begin his duties here March 5, 1979.
I believe he is very anxious and willing to make this move and take on the
challenge of administering this City Manager Charter form of government. In
my opinion he comes here with a good background and is well qualified.
The City of Franklin owes a deep sense of gratitude to the Acting City Manager,
Mr. Kenneth Larrivee. He took over from Mr. McSweeney duties as though he had
been there right along. He did a terrific job in continuing the affairs of the
City, setting up the budget with each department, scheduling these informal
budget hearings. Mr. Larrivee, Mayor Lemire and Mrs. Lorden have been of great
help also in making the Mayor's office transition easier.
8.
In conclusion, a first I believe, I have decided to hold regular office hours
from noon to 1:00 P.M. weekly on Tuesdays by appointment. The appointments
will be made through the City Clerk's office. If more time is needed, this
will be considered. In cases of emergency I will also be available.
Thank you.
Mayor Robert J. Morin
MAYOR'S ADDRESS TO FORMER MAYOR PAUL LEMIRE
JANUARY 3, 1979
Words are inadequate to describe our feelings at your departure from the
Office of Mayor. We cannot enumerate the many inestimable personal qualities
and traits of character which you possess and which have endeared you to
your fellow City Officials.
It is our hope and wish that Mrs. Lemire and you will continue your interest
in City Government and Politics. We shall look forward to your sharing with
aS your invaluable experience and expertise. We certainly hope we have
the opportunity to meet often and renew our friendship.
To you Tillie, this City owes you a bit of gratitude to have let us share
the numerous hours of his life away from his family.
It is dedicated people like Mrs. Lemire and your outgoing Mayor who were
instrumental in electing Governor-Elect Hugh Gallen. Incidentally, these
same people will be honored at the Governor's Inauguration tomorrow.
Our heartfelt wish of your devoted friends and members of this City
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Honorable Mayor Morin, Members of the City Council, Reverend Waterman, Ladies
and Gentlemen.
I would like to express my thanks to the City Council for their confidence
in my ability to administer the affairs of the City during this interim period.
With their help and the cooperation of the department heads and employees I
believe that the transition period has gone smoothly.
It is somewhat difficult to present to you a Manager's Report for someone who
is not here this evening.
Reviewing the accomplishments of 1978 has revealed the continuation of progress
of our Capital Improvement Program. Many of our streets were re-paved and
Franklin Street widened reducing the conjestion in the vicinity of the Post
Office. Sidewalks have been reconstructed and the maintenance of our Public
buildings and parks has not been neglected. Through the Capital Improvement
Program our equipment has been replaced in an orderly manner.
1978 saw the beginning of the Winnipesaukee River Basin Sewer Interception
Project in the City of Franklin. The Winnipesaukee River Interceptor is now
being laid. This coming year will bring many disruptions and inconveniences
as some of our streets will be in turmoil as sewer lines are placed in them.
Please bear with us during these times of disruptions.
The 1979 Operating Budget has been presented to the City Council for their action.
With the cooperation of the various departments, the Manager's recommended
budget, excluding the School Department, shows a slight increase of 3%. The
departmental needs have been met and, I believe, the new City Manager will have
a budget that he can live with.
16.
I welcome the City Manager Philip Munck to the City of
Franklin and would
like to take this opportunity to offer to him my wholehearted
support and






OFFICE OF THE CITY MANAGER
1979 BUDGET MESSAGE
TO: THE HONORABLE MAYOR AND MEMBERS OF THE CITY COUNCIL AND CITIZENS OF THE CITY
OF FRANKLIN:
The Annual Report for 1978 and the Budget for 1979 of the City of Franklin, as re-
quired by Section 19, of the City Charter is submitted herewith. This report represents
a detailed picture of the financial transactions from 1975 to 1978 and the projected
expenses for 1979.
The format of this year's Budget is similar to that of previous years. The intent
being to give a complete picture of the financial transactions that have occured over the
past several years. Each department is presented separately with the expenses broken
down into individual line items. In some departments, it has been broken down further,
into divisions using the line item procedure. The process helps us to control expenditures.
This budget is a "program - line item type" presentation.
The Report consists of three sections:
Section "A" contains information relative to various Boards & Commissions, the
Budget breakdown, consisting of anticipated revenues and expenses and the Budget Summary.
It outlines the different Departments as to expenses and their operating budget for 1979.
This Section also includes the Water Department account and the use of Federal Revenue
Sharing Funds. The Mayor's Message and Manager's remarks, are also included in this section,
A special area of interest is continued in this year's report and should be reviewed.
This is the "Use of Revenue Sharing" as updated to December 31, 1978 and is found in
Section "A". The report outlines the amount of money anticipated to be received, what
actually was received to December 31, 1978 and how these funds have been applied to the
budget and the Capital Improvement Program and how they have been used.
18.
1978 BUDGET MESSAGE (CONT'D)
The actual use of the 1977 Revenue Sharing Funds carried over has been applied
to the applicable categories for which they were intended. This basic format will be
continued on a year to year basis to give a complete picture of expenditures for the year.
Your understanding of this Section will assist you in understanding the Budget Summary.
IMPORTANT TELEPHONE NUMBERS ARE LISTED IN THIS SECTION ALSO
SECTION "B" contains the Superintendent's report, reports of the School Nurse,
Cash Receipts and Disbursements reports and other School information for 1978 and 1979.
The School Calendar for 1979-1980 is in this Section also.
SECTION "C" contains the Municipal Calendar for 1979 and part of 1980. This
calendar will be helpful to our citizens and employees in noting important dates relative
to the operation of the City.
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The Capital Improvement Program sets out plans for the construction and
refurbishing of streets, buildings and other projects requiring a large
purchase which has a cost of seven to ten thousand dollars or more and
have a usefull life of seven to ten years. Each project is a capital
program and is supported by a work program - resources necessary to produce
the results and a timetable that hopefully can be followed in actually
obtaining the facility or equipment, or completing the instruction.
The Program Itself the program extended over a five year period is more
than just an extension of the annual operating budget. The annual capital
budget in representing the first year of the capital program goes hand in
hand with the annual operating budget. The capital program is developed
in conjunction with the annual operating budget consolidating the program
plans of the municipal government into a coordinated plan of action to meet
the needs of a progressive community. Both programs necessarily must take
into account the effects of the overall tax rate, from the point of view of
- staff - additional financing - services.
EXPENDITURE APPLICABLE TO THE TAX RATE
1975 - 1979
1975
Total Capital Improvement Expenditures $226,850.00
Total Capital Improvement Chargeable to Tax Rate 24,150.00
1976
Total Capital Improvement Expenditures $169,900.00
Total Capital Improvement Chargeable to Tax Rate -0-
1977
Total Capital Improvement Expenditures $222,535.00
Total Capital Improvement Chargeable to Tax Rate 13,248.00
1978
Total Capital Improvement Expenditures $271,385.00
Total Capital Improvement Chargeable to Tax Rate 30,744.43
1979
Total Capital Improvement Expenditures $210,164.00








































State Taxes & Shared Revenue
Business Profits Tax
Resident Tax
Meals & Room Tax
Misc. Revenue
TOTAL
ACTUAL 1978 ANTICIPATED 1979
SUMMARY OF ANTICIPATED EXPENDITURES



































KENNETH A. LARRIVEE, ACTING CITY MANAGER
1979 BUDGET
On the following page you will note that the total dollars to be raised by taxes
in 1979 is reflected on a gross basis. Prior to the 1976 Budget this figure was
reflected in a net amount. This procedure will better show the actual cost and make
comparisons on a year to year basis much easier. Additionally this method conforms
better to standard municipal accounting.
As can be seen the amount to be raised by taxes for 1979 is $2,530,907.. This
represents an increase over 1978 or dollars raised by property taxes of approximately
$121,619.
The total appropriation for 1979 as approved by the Council amounts to the following:
$ 4,176,009.00
Anticipated Revenues 1,645,102.00
For a net amount to be
raised by Taxes $2,530,907.00
Using the property valuation of last year 43.5 million dollars and the fact of
raising 2.5 million through property taxes it appears as if a tax rate of approximately



































MC -2 Office Supp.




GS -2 Office Supp.
GS -9 Const. & Contr.
GS -10 Capital Outlay































Dues & Subscriptions 285.
Travel Expense 451.








1<)7R SUMMARY INVENTORY OF VALUATION
1976 Assessed Valuation $4l,5«^l,650




Utilities - - 3,994,350
Others 27,000
Valuation Increase 1976 over 1975 608,500
1977 Assessed Valuation $43,052,200






Valuation Increase 1977 over 1976 1,470,550
1978 Assessed Valuation $43,559,100






Valuation Increase 1978 over 1977 506,900
H.B. #1 Reimbursement to Franklin 463,025
Exemptions: 3 - Blind 15,000
96 - Elderly 430,200
$ 445,200 Based on Valuation





MUNICIPAL DEBT CITY OF FRANKLIN, N.H.
December 31. 1978
(2) Sewer Bonds:
Sewer Bonds November 1968 4.30 percent interest Payable
November 1, and May 1, Principal payable $10,000.




(3) Fire Station Bonds:
Fire Station Bonds June 1, 1970, 6.5 percent interest
payable June 1 and December 1. Principal payable $15,000.




TOTAL MUNICIPAL BONDS 125,000.
YEARLY MATURITY ON PRINCIPAL OF MUNICIPAL BONDS
BONDS OUTSTANDING BONDS RETIRED










(4) Water System Improvement & Equipment Bonds;
Water System Improvement & Equipment Bonds Sept. 1, 1964,
3.10 percent interest payable Sept. and March. Principal





(5) Water System Improvement Loan Bonds:
Water System Improvement Loan Bonds February 1, 1964,
3.00 percent interest payable August and February. Principal
payable $15,000 February 1, 1965/1979 inclusive and $10,000




(6) Water Extension Bonds;
Water Extension Bonds November 1, 1969, 6.10 percent
interest payable May and Nov. Principal payable $10,000.





(12) Water Extension Bonds;
Water Extension - Pleasant Street - Bonds April 1, 1972 5.00
percent interest payable April and October. Principal payable
$14,000 April 1, 1973, $10,000 April 1, 1974/1986 inclusive and




TOTAL WATER BONDS 130,000.
43.
MUNICIPAL DEBT (CONT'D)






















All Water Bonds Paid Out of Water Revenues
(10) Notes;
Odell Park Cottage Note 1935, 4.0 percent interest annually.
Principal payable on demand.
Now Outstanding
(11) Notes:
Odell Memorial Arch Demand Note 1935, 4.0 percent interest















TOTAL MUNICIPAL NOTES $8,000.
44.
MUNICIPAL DIlBT (CONT'D)
(7) Bessie Rowell School Bonds;
Bessie Rowell School Bonds Sept. 1, 1957, 3.90 percent
interest payable March and Sept. Principal payable
$20,000 Sept. 1, 1958/1964 and $15,000 Sept. 1, 1965/







(8) School Addition Loan Bonds:
School Addition Loan Bonds Aug. 1, 1962, 3.30 percent
interest payable Feb. and Aug. Principal payable








(9) Paul Smith School Bonds
;
Paul Smith School Bonds July 1, 1968, 4.70 percent
interest payable Jan. and July. Principal payable
$35,000 July 1, 1969/1982 inclusive and $30,000







TOTAL SCHOOL BONDS $408,000.





































SUMMARY OF TOTAL DEBTS TO BE RETIRED IN 1979
(2) November 1, Sewer Construction Bonds
of 1968
(3) June 1, Fire Station Bonds of 1970
(4) September 1, Water Bonds of 1964*
(5) February 1, Water System Improvement
Loan Bonds of 1964 *
(6) Water Extension Bonds of 1969 *
(8) August 1, School Loan Bonds of 1962 *''<
(9) July 1, School Bonds of 1968 **
(12) April 1, Water Bonds of 1972 *
TOTAL TO BE PAID IN 1979
(10) Odell Park Cottage Demand Note of
1935





CO -7 Dues & Subs.



























DEPARTMENT EQUIP. REVL FUND
ACCOUNT




F -1 Salaries Reg.
F -1 Salaries Overtime
F -1 Sal. Volunteer
F -1 Sal. Fire Alarm
F -1 Fire Prevention
F -1 Vocational Reh.
F -2 Office Supplies
F -3 Utilities
F -4 In Serv. Train.
F -5 Auto Equip.
F -6 Building Maint,
F -7 Dues & Subscript.
F -8 Travel Expense
F -9 Consult. & Contr.
F -10 Capital Outlay
F -11 Uniforms
F -12 Gas, Oil & Tires







































FIRE DEPARTMENT ANNUAL REPORT 1978
Franklin suffered one of it's worst fire loss years since the late
eighteen hundreds. Three young children perished in fires in 1978, tying
the record in 1927 and 1949, when three people perished in each of the
mentioned years.
In 1927 and 1949 the victims were adults, but in 1978 the fire victims
were all young children. According to the records available to us, this
is the first time that three children were fatalities in fires in a single
calendar year.
Franklin had twelve (12) major structual fires during 1978. We res-
ponded to a total of six hundred and eighty-two (682) alarms for 1978.
Included in this are sixteen (16) mutual aid calls and three hundred and
forty-one (341) ambulance runs.
Improvements made during the calendar year were; a complete new scheduling
of daily shift activities which resulted in more productive man hours in all
work areas; the ladder truck was returned to the factory for major repairs
and overhauling; eighteen new pagers were added to our radio system; the base
station and most of our mobils now have four frequencies; a second story
addition to our training building was completed; three new fire alarm boxes
were placed into service; more home inspections were accomplished this year;
Engine #3 was sandblasted and painted along with new partititons in the hose
body; the annual Twin Rivers Mutual Aid Fire School was held in Franklin
for the second consecutive year; flow charsts on all city hydrants are nearing
completion; fire pre-planning on all major buildings is nearly completed;
several new training programs were purchased from the N.F.P.A., and a new motor
for the rescue boat was purchased.
Looking to the future, Franklin should be considering a full time Fire
Prevention Officer along with the adoption of Fire Prevention Codes.
Our doors are always open for your inspection and to assist you with any
technical assistance you may need in the field of fire prevention.
I would like to ask all the citizens of Franklin to take advantage of
our free inspection program on residential homes and the installation of wood







The Franklin Fire Department Rescue Unit responded to a total
of three hundred and forty-one (341) calls in 1978, This is a
seven percent (7%) increase over 1977.
Improvements in equipment for 1978 were; a new portable suction
unit; a three ton chain come-a-long; a twenty-five foot, ten thousand
pound chain with hooks; eight wool blankets; a thirty inch bolt cutter,
and one metal cutting tool.
Rescue members have volunteered many hours of their time providing
first aid coverage as a community service for Pop Warner and High School
football games. Parades, Hospital Lawn Party, Winter Carnival events and
other community activities.
Complimenting our "in service" training program at the station this
year, two (2) special instructors were hired for two (2) days to teach
Vechile Extrication and Disentanglement. Mr. Robert Murray and Mr. Harvey
Grant are specialists in this field and are authors of the book Emergency
Care.
1978 was a very busy year for our Rescue Unit and I am sure the trend
will continue. I would like to thank all the citizens of Franklin for
the excellent support they have given the Rescue Squad and for the many












False Alarm (Bell or Still)
Malicious False
Time on False Alarms
Time on Structure Fires
Time on Chimney Fires
Time on Electrical Problems
Time on Oil Burners
Time on Vehicle Fires
Service Calls
Time on Service Calls
Ambulance or Rescue Calls
Time on Above Calls
Brush or Grass Fires
Time on Above Fires
Forestry Training
Wardens Meeting
Assist to Other Departments
Time on Assists
Mutual Aid Answered
Time on Mutual Aid








Building Maintenance (Ward I)
Lawn and Yard Maintenance
Extinguishers Maintenance
Cascade System
Fire Alarm Maint. and Testin
Use of Boat and Motor







Hose Testing and Maint.




























































Work on Training Area
Telephone Calls
Parades

















Qt. of Oil Used
Smoke Ejector Used
Fire School Committee Meeting
Testing New Firemen Canidates
Putting Out Hydrant Markers
Youth Government Program









































REPORT of DISTRICT FOREST FIRE CHIEF and YOUR FOREST FIRE UAPvDE;!
For more than oO years, a cooperative effort between the State of Hew
Hampshire and local forest fire authorities has created a forest fire prevention
and suporession proaram that is recognized as superior throughout the United
States.
Since the first forest fire laws were written in 1095, the state and local
community governments have worked together to prevent and combat forest fires.
Today, 2hS forest fire wardens and more than I.COO deputy wardens are
appointed every three years by the State Forester to work with the members of
the State Forest Fire staff In this effort. State funds are used to pay one-
half the cost of forest fire suppression costs incurred by local forest fire
organizations, within pay rates established by the Governor and Council. State
funds matched by local funds are used to purchase hand tools to suppress forest
fires, to train local forest fire crews and in forest fire prevention work.
All outside burning, when the ground Is not covered with snow, is permitted
only after obtaining a written fire permit from your local Forest Fire Vfarden.
Penalty for burning without a permit when one Is required is a misdemeanor
punishable by a fine uo to $1,000 or a Jail term of up to one year or both.
REMEMBER, OMLY YOU CAN PREWEHT FOREST FIRESI







fJo. of Acres Burned
MIL
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H -1 Salaries 325.
H -2 Office Suppl.
H -8 Travel Expense 28,
H -9 Consult & Contr. 1,227.




VISITING NURSE ASSOCIATION OF FRANKLIN, INC.
1978 Financial Summary
INCOME






Public Health Service 13,520
TOTAL INCOME. $122,436
OPERATING EXPENSES
Salaries & Related Expenses $103,160
Auto & Mileage Paid to Staff 4,569
Insurance 920




Staff Ed.; Dues; Mtgs,; Physicals
& Others 2,771
Rent & Maintenance 962
Furniture and Fixtures 1,245
Automobile 1>899
TOTAL OPERATING EXPENSES $120,386















Number of volumes - Jan.
Number of Ad. Vols -






Number of Volumes - Dec.
Number of Ad. Vols.
Number of Juv. Vols.
1, 1978
31, 1978
Number of Records - Jan. 1, 1978
Number of Records Added
Number of Records Withdrawn
Number of Cassettes - Jan. 1, 197i
Number of Cassettes Added
Number of Cassettes Withdrawn
Number of Tapes - Jan. 1, 1978
Number of Tapes Added






























Books Circulated under Statewide Card 3,560




Balance at Franklin National Bank, 12/Zl/ll
Balance of General Savings Fund, #13155, 12/31
Balance of G.G.G. Microf. Fund, #53065, 12/31
Balance of M.J. P. Equip. Fund, #37761, 12/31








Income from trust funds
Fines, lost and damaged books


















Books, periodicals and audio-visual
Films (microfilm)
Supplies and equipment (including















Balance at Franklin National Bank
Books on order $ 2,341.70
Balance of General Savings Fund, #13155
Books ordered from fines collected
Balance of G.G.G. Microf. Fund, #53065
Balance of M.J.P. Equipment Fund, #57761











The goal of the Franklin Public Library is to provide reference material and recreational
reading to all the residents of Franklin in a pleasant and attractive environment. Books,
magazines, newspapers, pamphlets, clippings and microfilm are the basic materials by
which this service is provided. As Mayor Morin proclaimed, February 5, 1979, "Reading
is one of the basic skills available to all citizens for the enrichment and enjoyment of
life". The Public Library in 1978 did, however, provide materials and services beyond
the printed word. Our collection includes records, 8-track tapes and cassettes, as well
as equipment for enjoying these within the library. Our services include programs for
all ages.
To serve the public at the Franklin Public Library are four full time librarians. Mrs.
Roberta Burke, the Children's Librarian, has in the past organized adult programs and
served as staff artist. Beginning in December 1978 Mrs. Burke took over the entire
operation of the Children's Room and will serve as liason to the Arts. Mrs. Mary Lou
Stein is the Reference Librarian, but her duties include audio-visual coordination,
document control and display organization, Mrs. Ethel Hanley, the Assistant Director
of the Franklin Public Library, retired after 27 years with the library in December.
She ably selected, ordered and cataloged the books during her years of service in Franklin.
In addition Mrs. Hanley recorded the statistics of the library. Mrs. Susan P. Starkey
began her duties as the Assistant Director in December 1978. Fresh from the University
of New Hampshire, she brings much enthusiasm as well as experience and ability with her.
Mrs. Starkey will continue as cataloguer and serve as the Young Adult Librarian. Mrs.
Christine Sokol, Director, relinquished her duties in the Children's Room to Roberta Burke
in December in order to concentrate on service to adults. By cooperation, the duties
of staff members are not rigid, but we work together as a whole.
The library was fortunate to receive additional part-time staffing through various federal
programs. Under the RSVP Program, George Gardner and Edna Keating were able to help us
with removing of discarded books for our files. Cheryl Bryson and Chris Smith, from
Youth Employment, were with us six weeks during the summer to help with children's programs
as well as desk duties, shelving of books and other routine activities. Susan Ackerson
served an internship at the Franklin Public Library while working toward her Master's
of Library Science Degree at URI. This benefited the library tremendously.
Mrs. Claire Gushing served a second term as Chairman of the Board of Trustees in 1978.
Other members of the Board include, Mrs. Mary S. Piper, Treasurer, Mr. Edward Briggs, Mr.
Emil Marshala, Mrs. Dorothy Donegan, and Miss Katharine Ralph. The associated trustee
Stuart Whittermore, was forced to resign in June as his family moved out of the area.
Library registrations continue to increase as new residents arrive, and children begin
school. There were 542 new residents and 14 new non-residents registrating in 1978.
Twenty Franklin residents applied for Statewide Borrowers Cards. This card enables the
holder to borrow materials from a number of libraries throughout the state. Three Thousand
Five Hundred and Sixty items were circulated to residents of other towns on Statewide
Cards. Non-residents not able to procure a Statewide Card may purchase a fee card for
the annual charge of $5.00.
61.
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Measures to preserve the external beauty and structure of the Franklin Public Library
continued, although the urgent measures have been completed. This was accomplished with
the resurfacing of the roofs of the bay windows and the scrapping and painting of the
cornices and facia. To enhance the internal decor, the reading, rotunda and stack areas
were painted off-white and the carpeting cleaned. It is hoped that off-white draperies
will soon replace the dingy and very worn ones in the reading room. This is part of
a multiple goal program hoped to be completed by the Diamond Jubilee year, 1984.
Informative, stimulating and recreational programs are part of the total service provided
by the modern public library. The children are the main focus fo these programs. Again
in 1978 two series of pre-school story programs were offered: Spring and Autumn. The
Spring series included films borrowed from the State Library. Unfortunately the corresp-
onding Mother's Program could not be held in the spring as in 1977 because of lack of
staffing; however, in the autumn, Sue Ackerson conducted the programs as part of her UNH
Librarian internship course. During the school year film programs were offered to childre
on Wednesday afternoons. Attendance at these programs increased with the school year.
Summer programs the "2128" Reading Club for children who can read and the Elevensies
for children ten years and under. The Elevensies commemorated the Birthday of Winni-the-
Pooh and included stories, crafts and Pooh's regular elevensie, his snack.
Other featured programs were:
"GET TO THE HEART OF IT - READ" celebration for "I LOVE TO READ DAY".
A visit from the UNH Red Wagon, co-sponsored by the Franklin Junior Woman's
Club and the Franklin Public Library.
The Winnisquam Regional Middle School Players performing "The King and I".
'Touring the Literary Landmarks of France and England" - a lecture by
Deborah Holland.
'Hunting in the Yukon" - a slide presentation by Rolland Camp.




'Puppet Show for Children"
'Christmas Decorations Workshop for children"
and, of course, the Annual Christmas Tree Lighting Party.
School and Scout groups visited the library or were visited liy i he libr.irians: 1') pro-
school visits; 2 scout visits; 20 school visits; and 10 visits to the parks.
62.
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Close contact with the New Hampshire State Library and other librarians is important in
order that Franklin Public Library keep up with advances in 1 ibrarianship and services
from the State. Mrs. Sokol attended thirteen professional meetings in 1978. One of
these was her initial meeting as the Central Advisory Council's representative on the
New Hampshire Library Association Executive Board. Mrs. Burke attended three professional
meetings. The Children's Librarians of the State are organizing into a professional
division of NHLA and Mrs. Burke has been actively interested in this development. As
NHLA as a whole provides librarians the continually increasing knowledge and inspiration
to provide better library service to adults, the children's division (CHILIS) will
encourage better service to children in particular. Mrs. Burke also attended the final
two courses of her Public Library Techniques training in 1978. In addition to professional
meetings, Mrs. Sokol met three times in 1978 with the school librarians and Mrs. Singer
and once with the school and public librarians ( an organization known as LADIES & ONE)
in the immediate area.
The Library Hall is available to groups as a meeting room. The Franklin Junior Woman's
Club holds a babysitting clinic there annually. In 1978 it was used by the Girl Scouts
and the National Honor Society. The library sponsors art exhibits in the Hall. In 1978
a high school art exhibit and an adult art exhibit were held.
The Public Library is the local source of continuing education and recreation available
free to all the people. In a rapidly changing world everyone is pressured to keep abreast
of the happenings. The library provides the latest information through newspapers,
magazines, reference materials and books. Suggestions to improve collections and services
are always welcome.
The Franklin Public Library is open to the public fifty six hours a week in winter
(September through early June) and forty four hours a week in summer (late June through





























































To the City Manager, Mayor and members of the City Council:
I hereby submit the following Police Report for the year of 1978,






Conspiracy-Class B Felony 1
Contempt of Court 2
Contributing to Delinquency




Disobeying an Officer 3
Disorderly Conduct 12
Drinking in Public 2
Failure To Appear 1
Failure To License A Dok 35
False Fire Alarm 1
Hindering Apprehension or
Prosecution 1
Indecent Exposure & Lewdness
POLICE DEPT. CONT'D .
Driving While Intoxicated -
Second Offense 1^+
Equipment (Motorcycles) 2
Failure To Display # Plates 1
Failure To Keep Right 2
Failure To Stop at Stop Sign l8
Failure To Yield Right of Way
At A Stop Sign 2
Failure To Yield Right of Way 2
Failure To Yield Right Of Way
At A Yield Sign 1
Fire Hydrant Violation 7
Flashing Signals 1
Following Too Closely 13
Highway Markings (Yellow Line)l3
Improper Parking k
Limitations On Backing 2
Misuse of N.H. Auto Plates 19
Motorcycle Learners Permit 2
M.V. and Trailer Tires 55
Mufflers(Prevention of Noise) 2
No Parking Violation 37
Notice Of Change Of Licensee's
Name or Address 6
One Way Street 3
Operating A Motorcycle Without
Eye & Face Protection l8
Operating a Motorcycle Without
A Special License 12
Operating After Revocation 12
Operating After Suspension 9
Operating Without Corrective
Lenses or Glasses 2
Operating Without Financial
Responsibility k
TOTAL 893 - Motor Vehicle Court Cases
COMPLAINTS RECEIVED AND INVESTIGATED






Parking Prohibited in Specific
Places
Passing On The Right




Required Position-Method of Turn-
ing at Intersection











Turning Movement and Required
Signal
Unattended Motor Vehicle






































TOTAL 6,566 - Complaints Received and Investigated
PUBLIC SERVICE
Assist





The total amotrnt of court cases for 1978 increased 31$ over 1977, Motor
vehicle cases reflected the larger part with a 6255 increase. Criminal cases
only increased ^ and juvenile cases decreased by 55yS,
Motor vehicle accidents increased 195^ idth 34-5 as opposed to 290 in 1977
and as a result of the'se accidents there were 82 injuries as opposed to 48 in
1977 which reflects an increase of 7^%. Fatal accidnets remained the same
with one fatality for each year. Pedestrian accidents dropped 2056 with 8 in
1978 as opposed to 10 in 1977.
Complaints received and investigated increased 80$6 from 36it3 in 1977 to
6566 in 1978.
The Police Department made less assists to the public in 1978 by 25S6 idth
73,616 in 1978 as opposed to 98,082 in 1977,
Police cruiser coverage increased by 3,693 miles in 1978 which could ac-
count for the increase in motor vehicle court cases. Also, a new Moving
Radar unit was purchased in 1978 with the help of the Governor's Highway
Safety Commission with the result of more speeding cases going to court. Prob-
lem areas were patroled frequently and the results were satisfying.
Drug and alcohol problems plague the city with the need for more inforce-
ment in this area.
Again this year I ask for the support and co-operation of the citizens of
Franklin in reporting crimes to the Police Department, xdth the hopes of a
lower crime rate.
























DEPARTMENT PARKS & RECREATION
ACCOUNT
DP -1 Salaries
DP -6 Building Maint.
DP -9 Consult & Contr,












DEPARTMENT PARKS & RECREATION
ACCOUNT
OC -3 Utilities






OP -4 In Service Train.
OP -5 Auto Maint.
OP -6 Building Maint.
OP -10 Capital Outlay























DEPARTMENT PARKS & RECREATION
ACCOUNT
SP -1 Salaries
SP -6 Building Maint.


















PARKS & RECREATION DEPARTMENT
1978
ANNUAL REPORT
Part of the major success of the Parks and Recreation
Department for 1978 is attributed to the staff and volunteers.
Their sincere concerns reflect dedication in striving to
provide recreation programs and facilities that meet the needs
of all citizens. Like any team sport it takes people working
together each doing their part, helping and caring to be the
best we can.
It means involvement from other city departments, merchants,
industries, organizations, schools and churches. Conclusively,
it means total community involvement.
My deepest appreciation and gratitude is extended to my
staff, volunteers, and the entire community for making the
Parks and Recreation Department one which I feel is one of the
best in the State.
The following report includes: (1.) Recreation Program
Narrative, (2.) Names of Volunteers, (3.) Supporters and Aides
of the Department, (4.) Major Maintenance Areas Completed in
1978 and (5.) Budget Breakdown for 1978.
Robert Groleau
Director
Parks & Recreation Department
78.
PARKS & RECREATION DEPARTMENT
RECREATION PROGRAM NARRATIVE
In an effort to demonstrate the importance of existing
recreational programs, and to encourage continual moral and
financial support, the Recreation Department undertook in the
fall of 1978, a statistical approach to each of its program
areas. For example, recording the actual program enrollments
served as a valuable tool in measuring the recreational needs
of the Franklin community. These records are readily available
upon request but are not included in this report by nature of
its length and impracticality in printing.
While the Recreation Department recognizes that numerical
involvement reflects certain concern and response from the
community, the major area of our concern focuses attention on
programs which fulfill the character needs of individuals and
groups.
Inherent in this principle is valuable instruction for
youths to take a more mature and responsible outlook of the
community in which they must live, work, play.
For children, teenager, adult, or Senior Citizen, our
wide scope of programs are made possible because people care
enough to accept the responsibility of becoming involved.
79.







































CHRISTMASLAND . HAUNTED HOUSE
HORSESHOE:

















































Franklin Senior Citizens Club
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation
Department of Recreation
Department of Agriculture
State Department of Education
Water Supply and Pollution
Department of Boat Safety
NH Recreation and Park Society


















KRS Industrial Boiler Service
IGA
Planters Target Tennis Tournament
US Tennis Youth Instruction
Wham-0 Company
National Parks & Recreation
Kal-Kan Gaines Association
UNH Cooperative Extension Service























CAP Meals - Senior Adults
81.
MAJOR MAINTENANCE PROJECTS COMPLETED
ODELL PARK AND COMMUNITY CENTER
ODELL PARK
1. Rebuilt one half of cottage porch floor and roof.
2. Recemented and painted wading pool base.
3. Painted all playground and Tiny Tot equipment.
4. Rebuilt Little League infield, including grading, sodding, new
fencing, and sprinkler system.
5. Installed fencing one half way around park.
6. New Bureau of Outdoor Recreation project signs.
7. New underground piping installed in parking lot for water supply
to field.
8. Two sets of bleachers were constructed for Little League field.
9. Turf Management including fertilizing, liming, seeding, watering,
and aerating.
10. Rebuilt Masse Ferguson tractor.
11. Rolled and compacted skating rink.
12. New wiring laid underground from skating house to pool pump
house.
COMMUNITY CENTER
1. Refinished downstairs and upstairs floors.
2. Installed double set of doors in hallway to conserve heat loss.
Replaced glass in old doors.
3. Installed exit doors in lower room.
4. Painted walls throughout Center with athletic figures and designs,
5. Installed new heating unit in lower room.
6. Installed new tubes in furnace.
7. High School shop class built trophy case.
8. 30 wooden frames were made with plastic covering to cover
windows in an effort to conserve energy.
82.
MAJOR MAINTENANCE PROJECTS COMPLETED
DANIELL PARK, GRIFFIN BEACH AND LAGACE BEACH
DANIELL PARK
1. Repaired two swings.
2. Graded parking lot, designated area with trees cut down from
picnic area.
3. Installed steel doors in rest room and storage room.
4. Turf Management same as Ode 11 Park.
5. Resurfaced entrance and exit roads.
6. Built swail for water run-off in back of baseball backstop.
GRIFFIN BEACH
1. Installed new permanent lifeguard stand.
2. Repaired picnic tables.
3. Painted floors in bath house.
4. Installed new piping for water to toilets.
5. Expanded parking lot across from beach area.
LAGACE BEACH
1. Installed pertnanent lifeguard stand.
2. Installed fencing along channel area.
3. New open and close signs.











PW -7 Dues & Subscriptions 42.









CG -11 Radio Repairs











































SM -1 Salaries 31,662.
SM -9 Consult. & Contr. 347.
SM -11 Maint. & Materials 1,432.
SM -13 Reconstruction 4,729.











SR -2 Supplies & Equip.
SR -6 Plow Maint.
SR -9 Consult & Contr.
























ST -9 Consult. & Contr.



































1 Inititut* of Certified Public Accountontt
Kll Auociotion of Accountonh
875 ELM STREET
MANCHESTER, NEW HAMPSHIRE 03101
DIAL 669.1070
June 7, 1978




At your request, I have audited the books and records of the
City of Franklin Water Works for the year ended December 31, 1977
and in this connection I am submitting the following Exhibits and
Schedules
:
COMPARATIVE BALANCE SHEETS EXHIBIT A
COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF REVENUE AND EXPENSE EXHIBIT B
RECONCILIATION OF UNAPPROPRIATED SURPLUS EXHIBIT C
SCHEDULE OF DEPRECIATION EXHIBIT D
SCHEDULE OF BONDS OUTSTANDING EXHIBIT E
STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN WORKING CAPITAL EXHIBIT F
STATEMENT OF APPLICATION OF FUNDS EXHIBIT F
SCOPE OF AUDIT
The examination was made in accordance with generally accepted
auditing standards and accordingly included such tests of the
accounting records and such other supporting evidence as was
considered necessary under the circumstances.
The cash accoimt is comprised of the following:









The cash in the national bank was reconciled to both the bank
statement and the independent confirmation received directly from
the depository while the cash on hand was coxanted during the audit
The cash in the savings accounts was independently confirmed with
the savings banks.
92.
A listing of the Accounts Receivable was in agreement with the
General Ledger control. In addition to testing the charges and credits
to the ledger cards, verification letters were mailed to some of the open
accoTonts as at May 30, 1978. Any differences reported to me were thoroughly
investigated.
The Inventory was accepted as submitted and no attempt was made to
verify the quantities on hand or the prices used.
The Fixed Assets are carried in your books at cost against which
depreciation is accvimulated at rates which appear to be equitable, as
shown on the Schedule of Depreciation, Exhibit D.
Schedule F shows the changes in Working Capital and the Application
of the Funds provided and applied.
I wish to express my appreciation for the cooperation and courtesies
extended me by the City officials and employees during the audit.
In my opinion, the accompanying Balance Sheet and Statement of
Revenue and Expense present fairly the financial condition of the City
of Franklin Water Works as at December 31, 1977 and the results of its





















































TOTAL ASSETS $1,670.561.28 $1,658,727.51
94.
CITY OF FRANKLIN WATER WORKS
COMPARATIVE BALANCE SHEETS
EXHIBIT A
December 31, December 31,
LIABILITIES 1976 1977
Current Liabilities
Payroll Deductions Payable $ 897.10 $ 85.30
Long-Term Liabilities
Bonded Debt 190,000.00 160.000.00




of Construction $337,000.00 $337,000.00
Mimicipal Investment 692.007.66 692,007.66
1,029.007.66 1,029,007.66
Unappropriated Surplus 440,202.09 459,180.12
TOTAL LIABILITIES AND
UNAPPROPRIATED SURPLUS $1,670,561.28 $1,658,727.51
95.
CITY OF FRANKLIN WATER WORKS



















Repairs to Water. Supply Structure
and Equipment
Repairs to Piomping Station Structure
and Equipment
Loss on Obsolete Material
Net Operating Income Before Depreciation
Less Depreciation
Net Operating Income





































































$ 25,159.49 $ 26,486.38
96.
CITY OF FRANKLIN WATER WORKS
COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF REVENUE AND EXPENSE
EXHIBIT B
Net Operating Income (Brought Forward)
Administrative and General Expense
(Continued)
Rent











CITY OF FRANKLIN WATER WORKS
RECONCILIATION OF UNAPPROPRIATED SURPLUS
AS AT DECEMBER 31. 1977
EXHIBIT C
Balance Janxiary 1, 1977 $440,202.09
Add Profit for the Year 18.978.03
UNAPPROPRIATED SURPLUS DECEMBER 31, 1977 $459.180.12
98,
CITY OF FRANKLIN WATER WORKS
SCHEDULE OF DEPRECIATION
AS AT DECEMBER 31. 1977
EXHIBIT D
Kind of Property











































































































CITY OF FRANKLIN WATER WORKS
SCHEDULE OF BONDS OUTSTANDING
AS AT DECEMBER 31. 1977
EXHIBIT E
Date of Original Bonds
Description Issue Maturity Rate Amount Outstanding
Water System Improvement 2-1-64 2-1-78/79 3.0% $180,000.00$ 20,000.00
South Main Street
Water Extension 11-1-69 11-1-78/79 6.1% 125,000.00 45,000.00
East Pleasant and
Prospect Street Water
Project 4-1-72 4-1-78/^87 5.0% 149,000.00 95.000.00
$160,000.00
101.
CITY OF FRANKLIN WATER WORKS
SCHEDULE OF CHANGES IN WORKING CAPITAL
EXHIBIT F
Current Assets























ANNUAL REPORT OF THE
SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
1978
To the Board of Education, the Mayor, the City Council and the citizens of Franklin.
I respectfully submit my sixth annual report as your Superintendent of Schools. I
have selected the following areas of significant activity and of specific interest
to report on: curriculum development; the testing program; the primary federally
funded educational programs; educational accountability; school enrollment comparisons
and staffing; the supervisory union; breakdown of salaries of the supervisory union
administrators; the class of 1978; scholarships and awards; the 1979-80 school
year calendar; non-discrimination policy; and the report on registration and
attendance.
It is not possible to include all of the information that individuals or groups would
like to have. We would be happy to meet with any interested citizen or group of
interested persons to provide more detail about our school system- its programs and
its resources.
CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT
In the area of program improvement, your administrators and teachers have been working
on developing skills in a learning sequence, grade one through six, in Mathematics,
Reading/Language Arts and Social Studies. Instead of detailing here the curriculum
work accomplished to date, the Curriculum Guides containing the skills being taught are
available for review in the elementary schools and the Office of the Superintendent.
TESTING PROGRAM
This year marks a change in our testing program that we feel will reflect in a clearer
picture of what our students can and cannot do. We were fortunate to be able to
participate in a program of developing test data with Scholastic Testing Service.
Through our participation, we received very valuable test data on all of our students,
grades two through eight, at no cost to the district.
The Diagnostic Skills Battery (DSB) was administered in October and will be given a
second time in May. It is designed to measure skill levels in Reading, Mathematics
and Language Arts. Each area is briefly outlined below in order that you may better
understand the type of data we have available to use in working with each student.
READING
I. Word Study - what you know about letters and sounds and how words are formed.
II. Comprehension - how well you read stories and poems and how well you can
answer questions about them.
III. Study Skills - how well you use dictionaries, tables of contents, outlines,
graphs, directions and other materials and skills necessary for successful
work in school.




Computation - how well you add, subtract, multiply and divide whole numbers,
fractions or decimals. Also, how well you can handle percents, number
sentences, ratios and other arithmetic processes-.
Concepts and Problem Solving - your understanding of concepts like number




I. Punctuation and Capitalization - how well you can apply rules for punctuation
and capitalization.
II. Usage - what you know about the parts of speech, the relationships within
sentences (such as subject-verb agreement, simple and compound subjects, etc.)
and acceptable language choice.
III. Sentences and the Composing Process - how well you know different kinds of
sentences; how well you use the skills needed for writing (such as using
references, organizing your thoughts and spelling correctly).
Each parent is encouraged to meet with his/her child's teacher to review the test results,
FRANKLIN SCHOOL DISTRICT
SUMMARY OF FALL 1978 TESTS
.
REPORTED IN GRADE EQUIVALENTS*
Annual Report of the Superintendent of Schools
The project employs nine full-time reading tutors and one part-time tutor in addition
to a program coordinator for the three districts in Supervisory Union Eighteen.
Approximately one hundred Franklin elementary students receive the supplemental help
from the four and one-half tutors assigned to the Franklin portion of the project.
They work with the students in small groups to improve on the reading skills of the
students
.
If you would like more detailed information about this or any of the other federal
projects, please do not hesitate to contact the Office of the Superintendent of Schools
(934-3108).
READING IMPROVEMENT PROJECT
A TITLE VII RIGHT TO READ GRANT
(Supported with federal funds received directly from the
United States Office of Education, Washington, D. C)
Due to the efforts of the districts' reading supervisors, Mrs. Deborah McNiesh of
Franklin and Mr. Charles Yeaton of Winnisquam, Supervisory Union Eighteen is in its
second year of federal funding which allowed for the establishment of reading labs
in the districts elementary schools.
These reading labs are designed to benefit third and fourth grade students who need
extra reading help. The purpose of the program is to help these students develop the
reading help skills they need to succeed in their classrooms while they are still
in the early elementary grades. The development of confidence and a positive self-image
are areas stressed in the reading labs. Making the child feel that he/she can succeed
in reading and making it possible for him/her to experience success is an important
part of the program. Emphasis is placed on helping children discover the joy of
reading. When a child who has never chosen to read in his free time suddenly begins
to sign out library books and read at home, our goal has been achieved.
This year a total of 59 students in the Franklin elementary schools are served by the
program. Paul Smith School, Bessie Rowell and Hancock Annex School each house a
lab. Kathy Gate works as a reading tutor at the Hancock Annex School, Kathy Phillips
at Bessie Rowell and Judy Prindle teaches in the lab at Paul Smith School. All three
are supervised by the project reading specialist, Mary Lou Cronin.
Eacli student in the program attends the reading lab for forty minutes each day for
small group instruction (3-4 students). The project reading specialist writes an
individual reading plan for each student based on reading strengths and weaknesses as
shown on test results and classroom reading performance.
At the end of the program's first year, test results and survey data collected by the
project's independent evaluator, have shown the program to be successful in meeting
its objectives. The post tests given last June indicated that 837o of the students
obtained a minimum of seven months growth or more in reading level.
We are currently writing for a continuation grant to include grades four and five in all
three districts comprising Supervisory Union Eighteen. The funding level to be
approximately $60,000. for one year.
Annual Report of the Superintendent of Schools
EDUCATIONAL ACCOUNTABILITY
In the annual report of the Superintendent of the past year, the top priority
adopted by the Franklin Board of Education was described. This priority was and
is to plan, to develop and to put into effect - by 1980-81 - an educational program
that has as its base the required skills and competencies that our students need to
have as they progress through their elementary school, junior high school and high
school years. The program will include a plan for testing the achievement of the
required skills and competencies.
The Franklin Board of Education working cooperatively with the Wlnnisquam Regional
School Board and the Hill School Board will submit to the Department of Education
a combined plan that will meet the priority stated above. The tentative time
schedule for achieving this goal is:
By March 1, 1979 Have designed and implemented a method for
making decisions in planning for educational
accountability. (See chart on decision-making
responsibilities at end of this section on
Educational Accountability)
.
By March 30, 1979 Have conducted sessions that will help our
staff and communities become aware of the
accountability plan.
By June 15, 1979 Have identified specific expectations of what
a student should be able to do at designated
points in his/her education. (These expectations
will be named "essential student outcomes").
By January 2, 1980 - Have identified how a student should perform
if he/she is to show that the essential student
outcomes have been achieved ("performance
indicators")
.
By May 1, 1980 - Have developed and administered a program to evaluate
the performance of these students.
By July 15, 1980
By October 24, 1980
- Have analyzed the results of the testing program
and have determined what the results tell us about
the students' performance.
- Have written the report on the results of the testing
as it applies to each school district and have
presented this report to each school board, to
each school district and to the Department of Education.
By December 31, 1980 - Have developed a management plan based on the results
of the testing programs. This management plan would
outline any program changes that the district feels are
necessary to improve student performance. The management
plan will be implemented.
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The support of the State Board of Education and the Department of Education for
educational accountability has been communicated to all superintendents of schools
by the Commissioner of Education, Dr. Robert Brunelle. The following is an
excerpt from this letter:
"The primary purpose of our educational system is to help each
student fully realize his/her potential for learning. The New
Hampshire Accountability Plan is based on the assumption that
improved student learning requires that we, as educators, clearly
describe our intended outcomes for students, develop a system
for monitoring their progress toward achievement of these outcomes,
institute a process for reporting management plans which are consis-
tent with assessment results and will promote improved student
performance. To foster this effort, the State Department of Education
has developed a six step planning process through which students'
performance may be assessed against locally designated student outcomes
and the results used to design local improvement plans."
"Each school system must identify those essential fields of student
learning for which they are responsible and apply the planning process
described in this document to those areas. The fields to be addressed
must include, but need not be limited to, the following:
. The English Language Arts
. Mathematics
. United States History and Government
. New Hampshire History and Government"
The Development of the "essential student outcomes" at various grade levels calls for
involvement of staff, school board members, students and representatives from
the communities. Volunteers will be asked to serve on the various committees to
determine what specific expectations we will have of our students in the above-mentionec
fields of student learning.
HUUCQ1ENT DESIGN FOR IMPLEMEtrriNC
THE
SUPERVISORY UNION EIGHTEEN ACCOUKTAfllLITY PLAN
I AaalBfnt Superintendent I
Steering
Beading
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SCHOOL ENROLLMENT COMPARISONS
The actual enrollments recorded below are determined on September 20th of each year
and are reported to the State Department of Education as the Official Fall
Enrollments of the school system.
Grade Levels
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1 Speech Tutor Grades K - 12
The above specially trained staff were added due to state and federal mandates
to provide additional programs for students, especially those needing special
education. Given the number of students that currently require services, these




1 Reading Teacher - High School and 1 English Teacher - High School
The two positions were added due to the focus on high school students who were
having problems in Reading and English and who needed remedial work because they
did not pass the minimum competency examination - a graduation requirement.******
1 Guidance Counselor - Junior High Grades 7 -
The counselor position will be restored for the 1979-80 school year to meet the
needs of students with special problems at this grade level. In addition, the counselor
will have to take on the added responsibilities caused by state and federal laws
dealing with handicapped-students that were done formerly by the assistant principal
at the Hancock Annex. This administrative position will be eliminated for the 1979-80
school year.
******
1 Principal - Paul Smith School
The position of Principal of the Paul Smith School is being restored for the 1979-80
school year. This person will be responsible also for the kindergarten classes and
the elementary grades which will be housed at St. Mary's. This administrative position
has been covered for two years by the Principal of the Rowell School - temporarily,
while we sought solutions to the overcrowded conditions caused when the Parker C. Hancock
School was destroyed by fire. ******
STAFF POSITIONS ELIMINATED SINCE 1973-74
The following positions were eliminated in the Franklin school system since the 1973-74
school year due to decreases in enrollment on the different grade levels through 1978:
PAUL SMITH SCHOOL HANCOCK ANNEX
1 Teacher Aide
1 Teacher Clerk
these twQ , positions— idereg equiA
one teacner






alent to one teacher
1 Teacher Aide
1 Teacher Aide
1 Teacher - Grade 7
1 Teacher - Grade 7




positions— are considered equiv-
alent to one teacher
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ROWELL SCHOOL HIGH SCHOOL
1 Teacher Aide - primary grades 1 Guidance Counselor/English Teacher
1 Teacher Aide - kindergarten 1 Teacher - English
1 Teacher - English
1 Teacher - Math
1 Teacher - Science******
One part-time position and eight full time positions were added or restored to the
staff since 1974-75 to provide the mandated or required services for our students with
special needs.
Eighteen full time positions of staff members were eliminated. Although all were
not teaching positions, the positions were filled with people who had direct contact
with and provided services directly to students. The positions previously listed
were abolished due to the decline in enrollment at the various grade levels.
It is our belief that the Board of Education and the Administration have acted
responsibly by providing at least the minimum of services for the district's special
students and have been responsive to the overall reduction in enrollment as evidenced
by the elimination of eighteen staff positions.
FRANKLIN SCHOOL DISTRICT AND SUPERVISORY UNION EIGHTEEN
Supervisory unions were formed when the State Legislature adopted legislation back
in 1919 granting the State Board of Education authority to set the qualifications,
certification and duties for superintendents and to place each district within a
supervisory union.
Although the organization of supervisory unions has changed very little in the past
sixty years, the responsibilities of the supervisory unions have increased greatly to
accommodate the growth of the educational systems since the 1919 legislation was
enacted
.
A special committee has been established to examine the role of supervisory unions in
New Hampshire. The committee includes members of the House and the Senate, school board
members, the Department of Education and professional administrators. This committee
will study proposed legislation affecting supervisory unions as well as the present
organization of supervisory unions.
Annually, concerns have been expressed about the increased costs involved in operating
Supervisory Union Eighteen which includes the Franklin, Hill and the Winnisquam Regional
school districts.
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The following information - prepared by the New Hampshire School Boards Association - is
provided so that all concerned may become better informed as to what a supervisory union
is, how it is financed and what services it provides:
"HOW ARE NEW HAMPSHIRE PUBLIC SCHOOLS ADMINISTERED?"
New Hampshire School Law states that the State Board of Education has
"the same powers of management, supervision, and direction over all
public schools in this state as the directors of a business corporation
have over its business, except as otherwise limited by law." The state
of New Hampshire has 168 school districts which the State Board of
Education has divided into 47 supervisory unions, each administered by
a superintendent of schools.
"WHAT IS A SUPERVISORY UNION?"
Schools, like other public agencies and business corporations, must
have management system. The New Hampshire school management system
is the supervisory union. School board members who are elected by
the voters of their individual school districts comprise the
policy making supervisory union school board. The Superintendent
shall serve as the executive head of the public schools, and shall be
responsible for planning and administering their affairs subject to
statutory requirements, the regulations of the State Board of Education,
and the policies of the local districts. In performance of these duties,
the Superintendent shall be directly responsible to the State Board of
Education through its Commissioner, and the board or boards of the
Supervisory Union.
"HOW ARE THEY FINANCED?"
Supervisory Union budgets, following a public hearing, are annually
voted by the supervisory union school board. The budget provides
for the salaries of the superintendent and other supervisory union
personnel along with any necessary central office expenditures.
Supervisory union school boards decide the number of persons to
be employed, their duties, and their salaries. Local districts
share the services provided by the supervisory union and share the
costs of operating a central office. The local school district's
share of the union budget is determined by two factors; half on the
basis of pupil membership and half on the basis of equalized valuation.
Approximately 275 million tax dollars were expended in 1977-78 to educate
New Hampshire's 175 thousand public school student. About five and
a half million dollars of the above expenditures, or 2 per cent of
the tax dollars, is spent to provide management services to the 168
school districts, with approximately 1/3 million paid by the state.
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"WHAT SERVICES DO THEY I'KOVIUli?"
The supervisory union structure was formed so that local scVux)! districts could
join together to provide themselves with necessary administrative services
they could not furnish efficiently or economically alone. Services provided
include
:
budget preparation and control;
central purchasing;
building programs and maintenance;
state and federal record keeping and reporting;
recruitment and employment of all staff;
public relations, annual reports;
supervision and evaluation of all staff;
curriculum development and coordination of school programs;
staff development and re-training;






teacher negotiations and professional assistance to
school boards in many other areas.
Central office staff function so that the above mentioned services are provided with
a single goal in mind--to provide the best possible education to the children in our
communities, in a cost-effective way."
The New Hampshire Department of Education has been asked to conduct an analysis of the
services and related expenses of Supervisory Union Eighteen. The Department of Education
will meet with the school boards of the Franklin, Hill and Winnisquam Regional school
districts and is expected to study the present organization of the supervisory union
and the services it provides to the districts within it. The Department will make
recommendations as to whether or not any of the school districts in this supervisory
union can provide the administrative and supervisory services that are mandated by
local, state and federal requirements is a more cost-effective way.
The results of this study will be analyzed by the three school boards within the
supervisory union and they will take whatever action is in the best interest of
their districts.
The final decision as to whether or not a change will be made in the present organization
of Supervisory Union Eighteen rests with the State Board of Education.
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BREAKDOWN OF SUPERVISORY UNION EIGHTEEN SALARIES
The following are the salaries paid to the Superintendent, Assistant Superintendent
and the Business Administrator. Included in the summary are the shares that the
state and school districts in the Supervisory Union Eighteen contributed to the
salaries of the three administrators:
Total Salary for Superintendent
July 1, 1978 through June 30, 1979
Of this amount the State will pay: $ 3,000.00
$ 26,415.00





Total Salary for Asst. Superintendent
July 1, 1978 through June 30, 1979












Total Salary for Business Administrator
July 1, 1978 through June 30, 1979























* Manon Linda Beaumier
























Mark E. Crowe 11
* Bruce K. Currier






* Alton S. Drye
Steve Michael Dussault







* Paulette Cecile Gregoire
Michael Guarracino
Steve P. Gut








































Albert C. Morang, Jr.
Barbara Morong
Deborah L. Nadeau
* Catherine Patrice Navaroli














Stephen Joseph Robitaille Jr.
Cathy J. Ross
Erik F. Schroder

















* Tammy C. Wiggins
Duane Edward Wilcox
Denise M. Zoldy
* Honor Cords Four-Year Honor Students
SCHOLARSHIPS AND AWARDS






The Athletic Association Awards
Morin Athletic Award
Bausch and Lomb Science Award








Rotary Foreign Language Award
Bessie C. Rowell Scholarship
Daughters of the American Revolution Good Citizen Award
The Franklin Grange Award
Franklin Junior Women's Club
Franklin Kiwanis Club Award
New England District of Kiwanis International Award
John Thompson-Lion ' s Club Award
Stephen B. Jewett Memorial
Herman N. Donegan Memorial
Andover Service Club Award
Andrea Boisvert

































SCHOLARSHIPS AND AWARDS (continued)
William Brough Memorial
Franklin-Tilton-Northfield Foundation
Franklin Lodge of Elks
Benevolent and Protective Order of Elks, District Award
Franklin Business and Professional Women's Club
John Jangro Scholarship Student Council Scholarship
Dr. Robert 0. Beaudet Award
The Duffy Scholarship
Franklin Women's Club
Harry W. and Nannie Burleigh Scholarship
























































University of New Hampshire
Plymouth State College
Phoenix Institute of Tech.
Hesser College
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Kinder-
SUPERVISORY UNION EIGHTEEN




MUNICIPAL CALENDAR FOR 1979
This calendar lists meeting dates, holidays, deadline dates, annual departmental re-
currences, and other items of importance to City Officials and Employees.
MARCH
5 Monday Council Meeting.
13 Tuesday Planning Board Meeting ( Work Session)
14 Wednesday Zoning Board of Adjustment Meeting.
15 Thursday Read Water Meters - West Franklin Area.
23 Friday Last day to mail out inventories.
26 Tuesday Planning Board Meeting.
30 Friday Last day for Junk Dealer's Licenses.
Last day for Motor Vehicle Permits,
Commerical & Tractor Trailer
Last day of all-night parking ban.













Tuesday Planning Board Meeting (Work Session)
Wednesday Zoning Board of Adjustment Meeting.
Monday Last day for filing Veteran's Exemptions.
Last day for filing Elderly Exemptions.
Last day for receiving inventories.
Read Water Meters - Prospect/Elkins and downtown
Franklin area.
Monday Fast Day
Tuesday Monday's rubbish pickup today.
Planning Board Meeting.
Spring Rubbish Pickup
Monday Last day for renewal of billiard halls &
bowling alley permits.
On or before April 30th - dog must be licensed
for 1979.
MAY
7 Monday Council Meeting.
9 Wednesday Zoning Board of Adjustment Meeting.
14 Monday Begin paint striping on street. (Tentative)
Read Water Meters - Willow Hill Area.
15 Tuesday Planning Board Meeting (Work Session)
.
26 Saturday Beaches open on weekends.
29 Tuesday Planning Board Meeting.
30 Wednesday Memorial Day.
31 Thursday Last day for dog licenses.






























Tuesday Planning Board Meeting (Work Session)
.
Wednesday Zoning Board of Adjustment Meeting.
Friday Read Water Meters - West Franklin Area.
Tuesday Planning Board Meeting.
JULY
Monday Council Meeting.
Opening day of playgrounds
1st instructions of swimming lessons.
Wednesday Fourth of July
Thursday Wednesday's rubbish pickup today.
Tuesday Planning Board Meeting (Work Session)
Wednesday Zoning Board of Adjustment Meeting.
Friday Read Water Meters - Prospect/Elkins and
dovmtown Franklin Area.
Tuesday Planning Board Meeting.
Monday 2nd instruction session of swimming lessons.
AUGUST
Monday -^ Council Meeting.
Wednesday Zoning Board of Adjustment Meeting.
Tuesday Planning Board Meeting (Work Session)
Thursday Obtain Tax rate from Tax Commission — Tax
Warrant to be committed to Tax Collector
within 30 days.





Monday's rubbish pickup today.
Wednesday Council Meeting
Tuesday Planning Board Meeting (Work Session)
Wednesday Zoning Board of Adjustment Meeting.
Friday Read Water Meters - West Franklin Area.




Tuesday Monday's rubbish pickup today.
Planning Board Meeting (Work Session)
Wednesday Zoning Board of Adjustment Meeting.
Friday Read Water Meters - Prospect/Elkins and downtown
Franklin area.
-26 Fall rubbish pickup (Tentative)
Tuesday Planning Board Meeting.
NOVEMBER
I Thursday All-night parking ban starts.
5 Monday Council Meeting.
II Sunday Veteran's Day - Celebrate Monday
13 Tuesday Planning Board Meeting (Work Session)
Monday's rubbish pickup today.
14 Wednesday Zoning Board of Adjustment Meeting.
20 Tuesday Planning Board Meeting.
Read Water Meters - Willow Hill Area.
22 Thursday Thanksgiving Day
23 Friday Thursday's rubbish pickup today.
27 Tuesday City Elections
DECEMBER
I Saturday Last day to submit proposed budget to
Council.
Last day to pay County Tax.
3 Monday Council Meeting.
II Tuesday Planning Board Meeting (Work Session)
12 Wednesday Zoning Board of Adjustment Meeting.
18 Tuesday Planning Board Meeting.
25 Tuesday Christmas Day
26 Wednesday Tuesday's rubbish pickup today.
31 Monday Close city books today.




1 Tuesday New Year's Day.
2 Wednesday Tuesday's rubbish pickup today.
7-11 Christmas Tree pickup
8 Tuesday Planning Board Meeting (Work Session)
9 Wednesday Zoning Board of Adjustment Meeting.
14 Monday Read Water Meters Prospect/Elkins and downtown
Franklin Area.
22 Tuesday Planning Board Meeting.
Last day for budget to be presented to Council
for action.
FEBRUARY
4 Monday Council Meeting.
12 Tuesday Planning Board Meeting ( Work Session)
13 Wednesday Zoning Board of Adjustment Meeting.
14 Thursday Read Water Meters - Willow Hill Area.
18 Monday Washington's Birthday
19 Tuesday Monday's rubbish pickup today.
26 Tuesday Planning Board Meeting.


GRAPHIC TAX RATE COMPUTATION
SCHOOL CITY COUNTY SCHOOL CITY COUNTY SCHOOL CITY COUNTY SCHOOL CITY COUNTY SCHOOL CITY COUNTY
$1.00
.95
.90
.85
.80
.75
.70
67.6<t
.65


